Advisors guide to
the 100% AGI giving
opportunity for 2021

N

umerous advisors and givers have raised questions related to provisions on cash gifts to single identified
organization funds (SIO funds, also known at NCF as Single-Charity Funds) under the Coronavirus Aid,
Relief, and Economic Security Act (the “CARES Act” or the “Act”) that have been extended through 2021 by the
Consolidated Appropriations Act of 2021 (“CAA 2021”). In particular, givers and their advisors are inquiring: If
the CARES Act excludes gifts to donor advised funds, how can a gift to an NCF Single-Charity Fund be deductible
under the Act?
In this guide, NCF seeks to explain why we believe cash gifts made in 2020 and 2021 to NCF Single-Charity
Funds qualify as deductible charitable contributions under the CARES Act and CAA 2021. This guide does not
constitute legal, tax, or financial advice. All givers are encouraged to consult with their own advisors concerning
any charitable gifts they might be considering.

Background
On March 27, 2020, the CARES Act was signed into law and appropriated a $2.2 trillion economic stimulus
package to provide financial assistance through a number of mechanisms. Included in the Act was the ability
of individuals to deduct up to 100% of their 2020 adjusted gross income (AGI) for cash gifts made to most
charitable organizations. See CARES Act § 2205. The text of the CARES Act is available at https://www.govinfo.
gov/content/pkg/BILLS-116hr748enr/pdf/BILLS-116hr748enr.pdf.
The ability of an individual to utilize the 100% charitable deduction opportunity under the CARES Act was limited
by two exclusions. First, the CARES Act did not allow individuals to deduct up to 100% of their AGI for cash gifts
made to public charities if the gift was made “for the establishment of a new, or maintenance of an existing, donor
advised fund (as defined in section 4966(d)(2) of [the Internal Revenue] Code.” The CARES Act also excluded
gifts to supporting organizations, i.e., “organizations described in section 509(a)(3) of the Internal Revenue
Code.” It is the first exclusion concerning gifts to donor advised funds that multiple NCF givers and advisors are
scrutinizing. See CARES Act § 2205(a)(3)(B).1
On December 27, 2020, the CARES Act was amended by § 213 of the Taxpayer Certainty and Disaster Tax Relief
Act of 2020 (a part of CAA 2021) to extend CARES Act § 2205 through year 2021.

NCF is an IRC section 509(a)(1) public charity and not a 509(a)(3) supporting organization.
This guide will not discuss in detail the supporting organization exclusion in the CARES Act.
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Analysis
NCF believes a straight-forward reading of the CARES Act shows that the exclusions in the Act do not apply
to gifts to NCF Single-Charity Funds and further believes that 2020 and 2021 cash gifts made to NCF SingleCharity Funds qualify as deductible charitable contributions under the Act. In order to explain these beliefs,
NCF provides the following propositions and analysis regarding the CARES Act and applicable provisions of the
Internal Revenue Code (IRC).
The CARES Act distinguishes between “donor advised funds” and other types of funds, and the Act
considers gifts to the latter types of funds to be qualified contributions.
As stated above, the CARES Act expressly incorporates the definition of a “donor advised fund” from section
4966(d)(2) of the Internal Revenue Code. That code section has long recognized that there are funds and
accounts within charities that are not “donor advised funds.” In particular, and most relevant to the CARES Act,
IRC section 4966(d)(2) provides that “funds or accounts which make distributions only to a single identified
organization” are not “donor advised funds.” Under the CARES Act and the Internal Revenue Code, then, a single
identified organization fund is not a donor advised fund, and cash gifts to these funds would qualify for the
100% charitable deduction (assuming the charitable recipient is not a supporting organization). See CARES Act
§ 2205(a)(3) & IRC § 4966(d)(2)(b).

Gifts to NCF’s donor advised funds (what NCF calls Giving Funds) do not qualify for charitable deductions
under the CARES Act.
NCF provides thousands of donor advised funds to givers. NCF calls these donor advised funds Giving Funds.
Contributions to NCF Giving Funds do not qualify for the 100% charitable deduction opportunity of the
CARES Act, nor should givers seek to rely upon those contributions to claim such a deduction. Givers may,
however, continue to claim a deduction up to 60% of AGI for cash gifts made to NCF Giving Funds under other
longstanding tax laws.2 If givers seek to receive a charitable deduction for more than 60% of their AGI for cash
gifts in 2021, then they need to give to funds other than their NCF Giving Funds. See CARES Act § 2205(a)(3)
(B)(ii) & IRC § 170(b)(1)(G).

NCF’s single identified organization funds (what NCF calls Single-Charity Funds) are not donor advised
funds, and gifts to them qualify for charitable deduction under the CARES Act.
NCF offers givers options other than Giving Funds, including Single-Charity Funds which are accounts that
make distributions only to a single identified organization. A giver who establishes an NCF Single-Charity Fund
specifies in advance the single charitable organization who may receive grants from that Fund, and then NCF
will make distributions to that organization upon the recommendation of the giver.

When deductible charitable gifts are made using both cash and non-cash assets during the tax
year, the charitable deduction is limited to 50% of adjusted gross income rather than 60%.
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Because NCF Single-Charity Funds are single identified organization funds and not donor advised funds, gifts
made to NCF Single-Charity Funds qualify as deductible charitable contributions under the CARES Act. See
CARES Act § 2205(a)(3).

NCF is not a donor advised fund but rather a charitable organization that sponsors donor advised funds.
Givers and advisors sometimes mistakenly believe that charities with donor advised funds are themselves donor
advised funds. As set forth in the Internal Revenue Code, NCF and all other charitable organizations that provide
donor advised funds are considered “sponsoring organizations” of those donor advised funds, they are not in
themselves donor advised funds. In other words, NCF “sponsors” donor advised funds and is not itself a donor
advised fund. NCF is required, like all other charitable organizations that sponsor donor advised funds, to adhere
to specific laws that govern “sponsoring organizations” of donor advised funds. See § IRC 4966(d)(1).3

The CARES Act excluded gifts to “supporting organizations,” not “sponsoring organizations.”
As discussed above, in addition to excluding cash gifts “made for the establishment of a new, or maintenance
of an existing, donor advised fund,” the CARES Act excluded gifts to organizations known as “supporting
organizations” under section 509(a)(3) of the Internal Revenue Code. The CARES Act did not exclude gifts to
“sponsoring organizations” of donor advised funds. See CARES Act § 2205(a)(3)(B).

NCF’s charitable receipts reflect when gifts are made to Giving Funds versus Single-Charity Funds.
In accordance with its obligation under the Internal Revenue Code, NCF provides charitable receipts summarizing
the details of all gifts made to it. These receipts include the names of the specific funds to which contributions
are directed. Receipts for gifts made to NCF Single-Charity Funds indicate the name of the Single-Charity Fund,
whereas receipts for gifts made to NCF Giving Funds name the specific Giving Fund. Givers are therefore provided
with receipts to substantiate any charitable deductions they might wish to claim. See § IRC 170(f)(8).

Conclusion
The CARES Act continues to present a unique opportunity to help address the trauma inflicted by the COVID-19
pandemic. NCF hopes this guide will be an encouragement to any individuals and advisors who are looking for
creative and strategic ways to give. NCF believes an NCF Single-Charity Fund presents individuals with a taxefficient opportunity in 2021 to help support the needs and work of their favorite churches and charities.

Hundreds (perhaps thousands) of charitable organizations sponsor donor advised funds, including universities and
hospitals. A helpful analysis of sponsoring organizations and donor advised funds in general can be found at https://www.
nptrust.org/reports/daf-report/.
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Appendix
CARES Act, § 2205
(a)(3) QUALIFIED CONTRIBUTIONS.—
(A) IN GENERAL.—For purposes of this subsection, the term ‘‘qualified contribution’’ means any charitable
contribution (as defined in section 170(c) of the Internal Revenue Code of 1986) if—
(i) such contribution is paid in cash during calendar year 2020 to an organization described in section
170(b)(1)(A) of such Code, and
(ii) the taxpayer has elected the application of this section with respect to such contribution.
(B) EXCEPTION.—Such term shall not include a contribution by a donor if the contribution is—
(i) to an organization described in section 509(a)(3) of the Internal Revenue Code of 1986, or
(ii) for the establishment of a new, or maintenance of an existing, donor advised fund (as defined in
section 4966(d)(2) of such Code).
Consolidated Appropriations Act of 2021, Division EE – Taxpayer Certainty and Disaster
Tax Relief Act of 2020, § 213
(a) IN GENERAL.—Subsections (a)(3)(A)(i) and (b) of section 2205 of the CARES Act are each amended by
inserting “or 2021” after “2020”.
INTERNAL REVENUE CODE, § 4966(d) Definitions. For purposes of this subchapter —
(1) Sponsoring organization. The term “sponsoring organization” means any organization which —
(A) is described in section 170(c) (other than in paragraph (1) thereof, and without regard to paragraph (2)(A)
thereof),
(B) is not a private foundation (as defined in section 509(a)), and
(C) maintains 1 or more donor advised funds.
(2) Donor advised fund.
(A) In general. Except as provided in subparagraph (B) or (C), the term “donor advised fund” means a fund or
account—
(i) which is separately identified by reference to contributions of a donor or donors,
(ii) which is owned and controlled by a sponsoring organization, and
(iii) with respect to which a donor (or any person appointed or designated by such donor) has, or
reasonably expects to have, advisory privileges with respect to the distribution or investment of amounts
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